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**SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS**

LINE 40-42 : BETTER TO REWRITE THIS SENTENCE “Insulin antibodies (IAs), which were found commonly developed in patients treated with exogenous insulin, might affect glycemic control due to their tendency to bind and/or release insulin in an unpredictable fashion” - You can remove “commonly” from this sentence Line 57 : “that act similarly” can be removed Line 58-59 : Rewrite this sentence Line 68-69 : “The methods were conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines, including any relevant details” - better to write as “this study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki guidelines” Line 72 : Replace “was” with “were” Line 80-81: Replace “autoimmune” with “antibody” Line 83 : Specify what do you mean by systemic diseases Rewrite entire process of insulin antibody measurement It is better to discuss why this method was chosen for insulin antibody measurement and what are the limitations of this method. Line 137- 145 : Rewrite these results in better manner e.g replace “highe age” with “older people” Line 146-147 : “Moreover, HOMA2-IR was higher in patients with IA>10% than in patients with IA≤1%” - Better to write as “Patients having higher IA levels > 10% were having higher HOMA-IR as...
compared to those having IA < 1%” Line 151-159 : Entire paragraph related to logistic regression analysis requires rewriting and proper editing. It is better to write about baseline characteristics of total sample size with proportion of patients on different insulin regimens and different combination of oral antidiabetic drugs with insulin initially in results section Line 170-172 : This study only shows lower levels of antibodies in patients on galrgine therapy as compared to human insulin - it does not imply that glargine therapy induces lowest antibody levels. Authors have to correct this throughout the entire manuscript. Line 194-198 Same has been written about oral antidiabetic agents in discussion section - which is to be removed and requires rewriting. Line 207-208 : more insulin is linked with increased costs but is it linked with higher weight gain - please mention reference for this sentence Line 212-213 : “the choose of therapeutic regimen in patients with positive IAs is important.” Please write it in a more meaningful way. Do you mean higher IA levels require modification of therapy ? Need to rewrite conclusion of this study - mention only about findings of this study. Remove this sentence “ which may be considered in patients with T2DM who need insulin therapy, especially those who had positive IAs” from conclusion as it implies causal association between OADs and lower IA levles which is not proven in this study. FINAL COMMENT : MAJOR REVISIONS REQUIRED